For synthetic aperture radar systems, missing data samples can cause severe image distortion. When multiple, coherent data collections exist and the missing data samples do not overlap between collections, there exists the possibility of replacing data samples between collections. For airborne radar, the known and unknown motions of the aircraft prevent direct data sample replacement to repair image features. This paper presents a method to calculate the necessary phase corrections to enable data sample replacement using only the collected radar data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Missing data samples can occur within synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data for many reasons, including interference mitigation and frequency coordination. In any case, missing data samples cause SAR image distortions, depending on the quantity and the location of missing samples within the data vector [1] .
Repairing the distortion effects from missing data samples is an active research area. CLEAN [2] is one of the earliest techniques that adapted an optical technique [3] to repair point-like targets by coherently subtracting the distorted point target and replacing it with a synthetically created point targets. There are many reconstruction algorithms [4] - [6] that use different approaches to estimate the values of the missing samples based on nearby data samples. Many of these algorithms have a high computational burden; however recently fast versions [7] , [8] are available.
When selecting a reconstruction algorithm, it is important to consider the characteristics of the scene content is urban or rural. For urban scenes, CLEAN can be quite successful [9] . Urban scene content is unique from rural scenes in that there are many bright, point-like targets. The pointlike targets have a strong sinusoidal signal in the phase history data that allow many reconstruction algorithms to detect and characterize the signal when data samples are missing. The more challenging scene content to repair is nonspecific terrain features (e.g. rocks, bushes, grass, etc.) where the phase history signals are difficult to distinguish between each scatterer. Others have shown [10] , [11] that existing reconstruction methods are unable to correct generalized terrain features.
In the case of repeat data collections to create coherent data products or for persistent surveillance, there exists multiple data collections, separated in time, of the same scene. If the location of the missing data is unique between data collections, there exists the possibility of using corresponding data samples from a previous collection to simultaneously fill-in the missing data samples for each collection. However, the radar's motion differences between data collections prevents repairing image features from direct replacement of data samples from one collection into another.
This paper seeks a method that repairs both pointlike targets and generalized terrain features. Of the abovereferenced reconstruction algorithms only the methods by Pinheiro [10] and Stojanovic [11] claim to repair generalized terrain features.
Pinheiro [10] demonstrated that it is possible to share pulses between satellite SAR receivers collecting in an interrupted, cooperative bistatic SAR mode when accounting for scene topography. However, airborne SAR data collections present unique difficulties from satellite SAR data collections. For sequential airborne data collections, the platform's known and unknown motion changes between and throughout each data collection on the order of a few meters. The difference in position and acceleration can be due to many factors, including weather, air turbulence, and/or (auto)pilot. This creates an unknown and changing interferometric baseline on the order of many radar wavelengths. In contrast, bistatic satellite data collections have baseline errors on the order of a few millimeters, a small fraction of a wavelength [12] . Furthermore, many fine resolution airborne SAR systems may not have recent topography data available with the necessary fine resolution to use the Pinheiro [10] reconstruction method. Although, Pinheiro et al. [10] suggest an iterative approach and autofocus could compensate for errors in topography data.
Stojanovic's group sparse reconstruction method [11] utilizes multiple data collections to recover missing sample values to restore the coherent change detection performance. While not directly measuring terrain feature reconstruction, a higher coherence value can indicate that more of the scene content has been repaired. Furthermore, Stojanovic et al. [11] has shown the group sparse reconstruction technique has superior change detection performance when compared to both basis pursuit denoising and the missing (data) iterative adaptive approach for scenes with both point targets and terrain features, similar to the scenes considered in this paper. For these reasons and its applicability to the airborne dataset in this paper, the group sparse technique will be used for comparison.
This paper examines the performance of replacing data samples between multiple, coherent data collections in terms of both point-like and distributed scatterers. Data replacement between collections is enabled by a phase correction calculation process that compensates for the known/unknown motion and interferometric baseline without using external scene topography data. The performance of this phase corrected data replacement is compared with the group sparse reconstruction method [11] in terms of both impulse response and coherence between the original image and each repaired image for a case where data samples are replaced between two data collections.
II. REPLACING DATA
To illustrate the effects of missing phase history data samples within SAR images, data collected by Sandia National Laboratories' research radar were used for all examples in this paper. This particular dataset was collected in the spotlight mode with a center frequency of 16.8 GHz at 6-in (0.1524 m) range and cross-range resolution. Two passes, or data collections, were made at different times using identical desired imaging parameters. Fig. 1 shows SAR images for two successive data collections where data samples are missing to simulate notch filtering an interference source that has a much slower pulse repetition interval than the SAR system. Or the pattern could be consistent with an intermittent interference source. The particular pattern of missing data samples for each data collection is indicated in Fig. 2 where due to the time difference between each collection the missing data pattern (shown in dark blue color) is offset in slow time and does not overlap with the previous collection. The interference signal is limited in the fast-time dimension by the stretch processing [9] , [13] , Fig. 1 . SAR images for successive data collections where 19% of the data samples were removed in each collection to simulate a notch filter to mitigate interference. Image distortions include both a range and cross-range blur, where the cross-range dimension has grating lobe distortions from the periodic missing sample patterns shown in Fig. 2 . (a) First data collection. (b) Second data collection. Calibration target used to create impulse response plot in Fig. 5(c) . The range direction is vertical, and the cross-range direction is horizontal. [14] . The extent of the missing data in fast time is also limited and changes with every pulse corresponding to the interference source having a linear frequency modulation. Image distortion can be observed in Fig. 1 for both range and cross-range dimensions but the cross-range distortion is particularly strong due to the missing samples' slow-time periodic pattern. Since the missing data pattern is different in the first and second collections, it is possible to use the data samples where available from the one collection to replace the missing data in the other collection. Replacing data between passes can be expressed as 
where A 1 and A 2 represent the data samples for the first and second collection, respectively, m1 and m2 represent the data sample index values for the missing data samples within A 1 and A 2 , respectively, u is fast-time data, and v is slow-time data. Directly replacing samples according to (1) and (2) does not repair the image, but actually creates what appears to be two separate images (one from each collection of data) superimposed on each other. The difficulty in replacing data samples between apertures is matching amplitude and phase of the destination aperture so as to minimize discontinuities in the signal from each scatterer. Also, to replace data samples, both apertures must be coherent with each other. Typically, this requirement is satisfied when each aperture is collected with identical geometry and many references discuss details for maximizing coherence between successive collections [15] - [18] .
To properly replace samples between data collections in a way that matches amplitude and phase of a scatterer's signal, the phase history data samples of the source collection must be registered to the destination collection. Absolute position differences between collections result in linear phase shifts across the phase history that must be corrected. Scene topography and platform motion differences between collections can shift and defocus small regions throughout the image [17] . Since these effects are spatially variant in the image, the phase corrections are best calculated by registering the images.
The data replacement incorporating phase corrections is expressed as
where 1 and 2 are phase corrections necessary to align data samples in A 1 and A 2 , respectively, for replacement in the other collections.
To calculate the necessary spatially variant phase corrections for data replacement, conotched images without interference artifacts will be used. Once the resulting phase corrections are calculated using the notched images, they can be applied to the unnotched images to fill-in the missing data samples. Therefore, it is important to maximize the coherence between the notched images to reduce differences due to registration, focus, topography, radar motion, and spectral overlap. Coherence magnitude of the notched images becomes a convenient, qualitative metric to evaluate performance of the data replacement. The higher the coherence, the better the matched replaced data samples will be with the amplitude and phase of the surrounding data.
It is important to recognize the coherence value between two datasets is a function of many multiplicative factors that includes spectral overlap, impulse response, scene changes, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [16] , [18] , where any one factor can dominate the total coherence. The value of coherence indicates the quality of the repair by data replacement such that it is limited by any one of many factors. The maximum coherence for a dataset depends on both the radar sensor and the scene content [15] - [18] . For practical applications, the notched images may have residual interference energy that will contribute to a loss of coherence and limit the ability to match data between collections. The absolute effect on replacement cannot be generalized without quantifying the other loss factors. Additionally, in some cases, the replacement may not be perfect, but it may be better than doing nothing.
A. Phase Correction Algorithm
Each in (3) and (4) is a combination of several corrections that include
where φ AF is autofocus corrections, φ reg is image shift and warp registration expressed as a phase correction that is equivalent to an image-domain transformation (T {}), φ IF is the interferometric phase correction, and φ C is a constant phase correction. The processing steps shown in the block diagram in Fig. 3 and described below explain how to calculate each component of the spatially variant phase corrections, 1 and 2 , that allow phase history data samples from one aperture to be inserted into another aperture. The process begins by resampling both phase history apertures A 1 (u 1 , v 1 ) and A 2 (u 2 , v 2 ) to the same grid coordinates. Resampling both phase histories to a common (i.e., the nominal) spectral coordinate system (u c , v c ) such that
where R c1 and R c2 represent a resampling operation that is essentially a coarse phase history alignment using the information from the radar data collection to compensate for the known aircraft motion. The remaining steps remove differences due to unknown aircraft motion and spatially variant effects. Missing data differences between collections reduce the amount of spectral overlap, which is known to limit the maximum coherence [16] . In part to remove this loss, both collections are notched the same. Increasing the number of missing data samples does reduce the SNR, but this loss can be offset by better image registration. Also, this may increase sidelobes and the image distortion, but since the objective is to calculate the corrections necessary to match the two data collections so long as the distortion is the same coherence will be maximized. Once these corrections are calculated, they can be applied to the source data to transform it into data samples that match amplitude and phase of signals within the destination data. If M 1 and M 2 represent binary masks for the location of the missing data samples within A 1 and A 2 , respectively, where 1 represents no missing data and 0 represents missing data, then the conotch is accomplished by a Hadamard (element-wise) product (•) between
In some cases, it may be necessary to erode the missing samples to simplify later processing steps. For the particular case in Fig. 2 , the notch filter was eroded in slow time to remove all samples within the interference bandwidth; this removes the cross-range grating lobe distortions, shown in Fig. 1 .
After matching the missing sample indices for both phase histories, an image is formed for each notched phase history
where F represents a forward SAR operator (e.g., discrete Fourier transform). For the data collected in this paper, the polar format algorithm was used as the forward SAR operator because it is easily and efficiently invertible. To improve registration, an autofocus phase correction φ AF is calculated for images I n1 and I n2 . Images I 1 and I 2 are not recommended for autofocus because they contain artifacts from the interference signal. Since the missing data samples were eroded in the slow-time dimension, phase-gradient autofocus (PGA) [17] calculations are relatively unaffected so long as a sufficient number of fast-time samples exist to estimate the maximum-likelihood phase difference between adjacent pulses. The specific autofocus algorithm is not particularly important; it only correcting the unique unknown motion for each aperture to help maximize coherence. In the case of PGA, the calculated autofocus corrections φ AF1 and φ AF2 can also be readily applied to the original images I 1 and I 2 respectively. Next, two different image registrations are necessary. To prepare data samples in A 1 to replace missing samples in A 2 , one image registration needs to transform I n1 (x 1 , y 1 ) into coordinates that match I n2 (x 2 , y 2 ), or
where T 12 expresses the image-domain transformation accomplished by the registration algorithm. Likewise to prepare data samples in A 2 to replace missing samples in A 1 a similar registration needs to occur according to
The type of image registration necessary depends on the scene topography and the amount of motion differences between the collections. For a scene that is flat, it may be straightforward to register and warp the images together. For scenes with large topography changes, the motion differences between collections may misfocus small regions of the image or change the layover direction. A warping image registration and/or spatially variant autofocus may need to account for these issues.
A check on the quality of the registration comes in the next step to calculate the interferogram. The magnitude of μ 1 and μ 2 is bounded between 0 and 1 by the maximumlikelihood coherence estimator defined as [16] , [17] 
where L is the number of nearby pixels, x 1,n is the nth pixel of image 1 (I n1 ), and x 2,n is the nth pixel of image 2 (I n2 ). When mapped to grayscale colormap, it will reveal areas of the image that match well (coherence magnitude approaching 1) and areas of the image that do not match. With this information, the notch erosion pattern, registration, and autofocus algorithms can be adjusted to maximize the total coherence or improve particular effects in small regions. The maximum coherence that can be expected from the notched images is less than the original data, without interference because at least SNR and resolution are lost from notching data samples. The exact value of coherence that is lost depends on how much resolution is lost, how much SNR is reduced, and the original coherence without interference [16] , [18] . At this point, there are two sets of notched images that are well aligned in the image domain and the large motion errors have been corrected. The next phase difference to correct is the interferometric phase between the two collections. This error occurs because the radar was in two different places in space when it collected corresponding data.
The interferometric phase, φ IF1 and φ IF2 , is estimated using the phase of μ 1 and μ 2 calculated using (14) with L = 5 and then two-dimensional (2-D) unwrapped. For this paper, Ghiglia's least-squares unweighted 2-D phase unwrapping algorithm [19] is chosen because it is fast and the amount of phase noise is expected to be small due to the high coherence from matching the missing data patterns between apertures and correcting residual errors.
B. Data Replacement
To apply the phase offsets calculated from the notched images I n1 and I n2 , the phase history data are prepared for replacement by applying the following corrections to the original, complete phase history, as
where A r1 and A r2 represent phase histories nearly ready for data replacement, F u represents a SAR forward operator (e.g. discrete Fourier transform) along the slow-time dimension u, F v is a SAR forward operator along the fasttime dimension v, I represents the image after applying both φ AF and φ IF , and F −1 is the inverse of the forward SAR operator (e.g., discrete Fourier transform).
Since the 2-D phase unwrapping only resolves the relative phase difference between the images, there remains a constant phase offset φ c to be estimated to enable replacing data samples between the two apertures. The constant phase value is estimated by replacing a portion of the missing data in one phase history with data from the other phase history while iteratively changing the constant phase correction applied to the replaced samples to maximize the coherence magnitude between the two images, or more precisely, (18) where the constant phase values φ c1 and φ c2 are not equal.
It may seem that an iterative search to maximize coherence magnitude is processing intensive; however the previous processing steps have greatly simplified the coherence calculation at this point by performing the registration of the two images. In the case of polar format algorithm, the only processing required after replacing samples is to apply a window function for the sidelobe control, a 2-D FFT to form the image, apply the maximum-likelihood coherence estimator (14) , and calculate the average coherence magnitude. The constant phase value can be estimated for ten values between 0 and 2π, calculating the average coherence magnitude for each phase value, then apply a spline interpolation to find the phase offset value that maximizes coherence magnitude.
Once the constant phase offset is determined, data can be replaced between apertures as necessary and each repaired phase history processed into an image, I r1 and I r2 . Fig. 4 . SAR images after correcting image distortions from missing data samples in both data collections in Fig. 1 . Data replacement with phase corrections as described in Section II was used to repair (a) pass 1 and (b) pass 2. The group sparse technique in [11] was used to repair (c) pass 1 and (d) pass 2. Calibration target in image 2 used to create the impulse response plot in Fig. 5(c) . Range direction is vertical, and cross-range direction is horizontal.
III. PERFORMANCE
Using the calculated phase corrections to replace data, as shown in Section II, the repaired images for each collection from Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . By comparing each repaired image with its original image, it should be noticeable that the repaired images are much clearer and sharper for both point targets and terrain features. The noticeable cross-range distortions have been almost completely removed.
As discussed earlier, the group sparse reconstruction method [11] , an implementation of Group-LASSO [20] , [21] , is the most applicable previously existing reconstruction algorithm for this particular scene type. The results of its application to missing data samples are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) . The group sparse reconstruction shows a dramatic improvement for the point-like targets, but it does not repair the terrain features (it may be a difficult observe distortion in the image). For point-like targets the image impulse response will quantify the performance between the phase correction algorithm and the group sparse reconstruction. The quality of the terrain reconstruction will be quantified by comparing the average coherence magnitude.
The group sparse technique was implemented as described in [11] using the SPGL1 MATLAB toolbox [21] , [22] . In [11] , the group sparse technique for multiple SAR data collections is defined as a joint optimization problem solved according tô
where S represents the spatial scene reflectivity (i.e., the SAR image), R is the phase history data samples, is the forward SAR operator (i.e., a discrete Fourier transform), · 2 is the l 2 -norm, and · 1,2 is a (1, 2)-norm. As specified in [11] , the number of iterations was limited to 200 and σ was set to a value of 0.1 √ 2. First, a more detailed analysis of the point targets through analyzing the image's impulse response is shown in Fig. 5 using a calibration point target just to the right of image center [white arrow in Fig. 1(b) , and Fig. 4(b) and (d)]. Since cross-range distortion is most apparent, the plots in Fig. 5 show only the cross-range impulse responses. The range dimension distortion is also corrected, but not pictured in this paper because the effects are less dramatic than the cross-range dimension. A typical sinc response is not observed in the impulse response plot because a Taylor window [n = 4, sidelobe level (SLL) = −35 dB] is used to create all images. The figures of merit to compare the impulse response include max value, 3 dB width, integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR), and peak SLL (PSLL). ISLR is defined as the ratio between the energy in the sidelobes and the energy in the mainlobe, and is an accepted metric to quantify distortions from notched datasets [23] . PSLL is the peak sidelobe level on either side of the main peak. The first impulse response plot in Fig. 5(a) is the original image, without missing data samples, to be used as a benchmark for replacing data. The second impulse response plot in Fig. 5(b) shows that the cross-range distortion has multiple grating lobes corresponding to the distorted image in Fig. 1(b) . Fig. 5(c) shows the replaced data samples that create the repaired image in Fig. 4(b) are able to significantly suppress the grating lobes into the sidelobe level, dramatically improving the image quality and interpretability. The impulse response metrics in Fig. 5(c) show the phase-corrected replaced data samples do not perfectly repair the impulse response by a slight coarsening of resolution (1.53 versus 1.50) and an increased ISLR. The group sparse technique impulse response in Fig. 5(d) is also not a perfect repair of the image impulse response and is very comparable to replacing data sample results. Although the repair for either data replacement or group sparse is not perfect, both techniques are successful at correcting point-like targets in the image. The performance advantage of replacing data samples using phase corrections presented in this paper is most apparent when evaluating the terrain features. The imagery in Fig. 4 does indicate that the terrain features in group sparse images are not as clear as the terrain features for the phase correction algorithm. A quantitative metric to be used to compare performance is used to calculate the average coherence magnitude between the original, unnotched image, and the repaired image. The expected average coherence value if the image repair method was perfect is 1. Table I shows the average coherence magnitude for each repair method, including a reference coherence between the unrepaired image and the original image. The highest coherence in Table I indicates the best terrain feature repair is from the data replacement method presented in this paper. The image coherence when applying the group sparse reconstruction is actually lower than when no correction is applied, indicating that the areas of the image dominated by terrain are actually degraded by the correction despite the improvement observed for point-like targets.
A. Limitations
Details for the image registration and autofocus algorithms are not presented because they are specific to a particular system and data, and not specific to calculating the necessary phase corrections. These are important algorithms that occupy a majority of processing time, but their performance can be overridden by other factors. Rather, the performance limitation for replacing data with these phase corrections depends on the interferogram and 2-D phase unwrapper of the conotched images I n1 and I n2 (i.e., maximize coherence). Any inaccuracies in the 2-D phase unwrapper output directly impact the quality of the data replacement.
The quality of the interferogram is best measured by coherence. Several sources in the literature discuss the requirements for a repeat-pass SAR system to achieve "good" coherence [16] , [18] , [24] . The airborne platform, scene content, and radar hardware determine the maximum possible coherence if the image registration and autofocus algorithms were perfect, which they may not be for all data collections. Maximizing coherence results in the minimum phase noise for the 2-D phase unwrapper; how much phase noise the unwrapping algorithm can tolerate is another performance limitation.
It has been mentioned that the missing data samples must not be overlapping, but the step in Fig. 3 to match the missing data sample pattern may need to erode the missing data samples to achieve a regular pattern while maintaining enough SNR to register the images. Grating lobes like in Fig. 1 may be problematic for image registration and erosion in this case can help smooth the impulse response. If too much data are missing, then the SNR or registration (and/or autofocus) may lower the coherence, increasing phase noise for the 2-D phase unwrapper.
Another limitation to using previous data collections is that for any object to be repaired, it must be identical in both data collections. If the object rotates or moves, then the phase-corrected data samples will not repair the object. If the object left the scene, then data samples from a previous collection will create that object (distorted and dimmer) when it should not be present. These distortions should be readily observed by image analysts to help identify the objects that have changed between collections.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated simultaneous data replacement between collections produces a better image repair for both point-like and terrain types of scatterers than the existing techniques. Data replacement is possible when missing data samples change positions between multiple, coherent data collections. Phase corrections described in this paper are necessary to compensate for both the known and unknown airborne platform motions that create spatially variant phase differences between coherent data collections. Furthermore, this technique does not require additional sources of data, such as terrain topography, or make assumptions about the reflectivity characteristics for either terrain or point-like targets.
While it has been shown that this technique simultaneously repairs two images, it can readily be extended to simultaneously repair three or more images. Also, it should be clear that once the phase compensation is complete, fast-time and/or slow-time samples can be replaced between data collections as necessary without regard to their position within the data vectors.
Future work will find ways to compensate or filter objects that are not stationary between collections.
